Phone2Action
UNICEF USA’s advocacy platform allows supporters to activate in a variety of ways, all at a moment’s notice.

Advocating on behalf of UNICEF has never been easier. With just a text, you can reach out to your government officials and let them know that you care about issues like access to education and protecting refugees and migrants.

Phone2Action allows individuals to call, email, and utilize their social media platforms in order to reach elected and appointed officials in the U.S. government. You can join the thousands of other UNICEF advocates who have taken action right now! By simply texting keywords to 52886, you can support vital funding and policies that let UNICEF reach the world’s most vulnerable children.

Advocates should visit UNICEF USA’s Action Center or act.unicefusa.org to explore the various activations that are live!

To learn more, email advocacy@unicefusa.org
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